In this study, static and dynamic compression and crushing tests were conducted on expanded polystyrene (EPS) foam for material characterisation at high strain rates. This was done to obtain the stress-strain curve for different temperatures and densities. An influence of the strain rate on the experimental data was shown. The resulting curves for modelling were extracted from the experimental data, which were obtained from high speed drop tower tests. The methodology for the processing of the experimental data for use in the finite element (FE) modelling was presented. The foam material model of LS-Dyna was used to simulate the dynamic compression process. This model is dedicated to modelling crushable foam with optional damping, tension cut-off, and strain rate effects. The adjustment of the material parameters for successful modelling has been reported. This FE model of EPS foam was validated with experimental data using impact on a "kerbstone" support. This model can be applied for simulation of dynamic loads on a bicycle helmet. It is useful for designing a reliable bicycle helmet geometry for different types of accidents.
Introduction
Foam is used for energy management in a helmet. There are many types, but EPS foam is the choice for most bike helmets, because it has a high energy absorbing efficiency [1, 2] .
Several remarkable properties have been noted for EPS foam such as: light weight, good thermal insulation, moisture resistance, durability, acoustic absorption and low thermal conductivity, reduction on material costs, excellent energy dissipation properties [3] .
The foam in a helmet fulfils two impact-mitigating functions. First, it redistributes a localised external force over a larger area, reducing the local stress on the skull. Second, it sets an upper limit to the magnitude of this distributed force, as determined by the plateau-stress of the foam. The key step in selecting a suitable helmet liner material is to define the acceptable maximum value for this distributed force. Dynamic processes in this type of materials show interesting physical phenomena. An optimal energy-absorbing material needs to dissipate the kinetic energy of the impact while keeping the force on it below a certain limit, thus resulting in a non-dangerous deceleration on the occupants [1] . Of course, also the geometry of the protective structure will affect the load distribution during impact and the capacity to absorb elastic energy, which controls rebound.
EPS foams are well suited for the above mentioned application. They can undergo large compressive deformation and absorb energy. Energy is dissipated through cell bending, buckling or fracture, but the stress is generally limited by the long and flat plateau of the stress-strain curve [4] . This behaviour explains the high energy efficiency that can be obtained with foamed materials. Moreover, for the same amount of dissipated energy, a foam specimen always gives a maximum force lower than a corresponding solid specimen of equal volume made of the same material. EPS foam is also relatively insensitive to temperature changes as compared to most other closed cell foams. It keeps its energy absorbing capacities in both cold (-20°C) and hot conditions (+50°C), as defined by the European bicycle helmet standard EN1078 [5] . Insight into the dynamic behaviour of the EPS will help creating a FE model of this material, while it may also aid to seek for alternatives.
The foam density has an influence on the foam microstructure and accordingly on the properties of the foam [6, 7] . The performance of foams has thus to be studied as a function of several parameters such as density, microstructure and also the strain rate imposed during dynamic loading. These studies have been summarised in several publications [4, 8, 9] . The compressive stress-strain behaviour of these foams has been investigated over a wide range of engineering strain rates from 0.01 to 1500 s -1 in order to demonstrate the effects of foam density and strain rate on the initial collapse stress and the hardening modulus in the postyield plateau region. Unfortunately, none of these studies were done on EPS foam. The data in these papers can help to construct and validate predictive models, however, because this material is multi-scale (constitutive beads at the mesoscopic scale, that are made of microscopic closed cells) [10, 11, 12] .
The results of an extensive experimental investigation into the static and dynamic mechanical properties of EPS foam were presented in a paper by Wensu Chen et al. [13] . This paper presents static and dynamic compressive and tensile test data of EPS with densities of 13.5 kg/m 3 and 28 kg/m 3 at different strain rates. The dynamic strength, Young's modulus and energy absorption capacities of the two EPS foams at different strain rates were obtained and presented in the paper. Based on the testing data, some empirical relations were derived. However, they did not explain how to apply the data from the experimental results. It is very important, because the strain rate in the test is not a constant. The observed maximum compressive strain rate in their experiment was approximately 280 1/s, not 533 1/s as expected. Some testing results of the EPS foam under dynamic and static compressive loading have also been reported in the literature [14, 15] . This data has been used to investigate a common foam constitutive model, and shows that strain rate effects become more pronounced at rates above approximately 1000/s. This work did not present a numerical model which can be used to predict EPS properties in simulations of dynamic responses to impact loads.
There are only a few articles about modelling EPS foam, especially with high dynamic strain rate. Quasistatic compression tests were conducted on the EPS crushable foam for material characterisation at low strain rates (8.3×10−3 ∼ 8.3×10−2 s−1) to obtain the stress strain curves [16] . In this work numerical analysis of compression tests was carried out to validate it against experimental results. Additionally, gravity-driven drop tests were carried out using a long rod projectile with hemispherical end that penetrated into the EPS foam block. The long rod projectile drop tests were simulated in LS-DYNA by using suggested parameter enhancements that allowed for the material damage and failure response to be computed precisely.
Another interesting article about finite element analysis (FEA) of EPS foam presents a multiple compressive loading and unloading of EPS foam [17] . Results of FEA packages ABAQUS and LS-DYNA were compared to compression test results and crushing diagrams for multiple loadings. For this simulation a material model was used, which did not include the influence of the foam strain rate. Masso-Moreu and Mills [18] presented work about dynamic compression of polystyrene foam pyramids. Finite element analysis in Abaqus was used in the numerical assessment of the compressive impact response of a range of two-and threedimensional truncated pyramidal polystyrene foam shapes, of the type used in protective packaging. Gerhard Slik et al. [19] did experimental and finite element analysis for material model validation of a high efficient energy absorbing foam. However, the material models of the foam were strain-rate independent in both works.
This article presents a detailed comparison of experimental data and numerical models for the dynamic compressive strength and crushing properties of expanded polystyrene foam with different strain rate and different temperature. The modeling was done in LS-DYNA.
Validation of the EPS foam numerical model was done with tests using the "kerbstone" support.
Experimental work

Dynamic compression test
EPS foams can be used to absorb energy. The performance of these foams has to be studied as a function of several parameters such as density, microstructure and also the strain rate imposed during dynamic loading. Dynamic compression tests were conducted on cubic specimens of EPS foam with side length of 25mm ( Figure 1 ). They were cut from a foam plate.
The size of the specimens was chosen to obtain a reasonable compromise between the maximum amount of relative compression of the entire group of specimens. During the experimental work four types of the EPS foam were used. Specimens were accurately measured and weighed before testing, and the average apparent density was calculated for each type of foam cube. The EPS foam have properties that depend on both topology and material [20] . EPS foam is actually a closed-cell extruded polystyrene foam. EPS foam is the correct term for any form of expanded polystyrene. The density of polystyrene is 1.0•10 -6 kg/mm 3 . During the static tests, the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio were extracted. The density, relative density, volume, mass, Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the foam material are listed in Table 1 . The obtained data were properly organized for reaching material formulations, which could be generally used for a wide range of compression-dominated analyses. Displacement, velocity and acceleration were measured during the experiment with an Oscilloscope (Gen5i) and a 2D line grating method [21] . A flat anvil was used for the dynamic compression properties of the EPS foam. Each configuration was repeated 3 times. In general, 72 experiments were done. Throughout this experimental work three temperatures were used: room temperature 18°C, low temperature -20°C and high temperature +50°C. During one day, a group of the specimens were kept in a freezer with temperature -20°C and another group of the specimens was kept in a heating chamber with temperature 50°C. After one day the specimens were used in the experiments with Drop Tower Test Machine.
Upon examining the specimens after the compression test, no lateral expansion was observed as seen in Figure 1 Polymeric foam exhibits a certain degree of strain rate sensitivity through increased elastic modulus, plateau stress and decreased densification strain [27, 28] . The results of the measurements are showed in Figure 5 . The strain rate is not constant during the compression, although the strain rate has a relatively small influence on the foam properties [29] .
Conventional force-displacement data was obtained from the impact tests and converted to stress-strain data using the sample dimensions. However, dynamic stress-strain curves need to be defined at a constant strain rate for reliably modelling the EPS performance under dynamic loading and the format must be adapted for use in the finite element program. In this case, interpolation was performed between the true experimental results on the generated XY grid. Linear interpolation has been used in both X-and Y-direction. The results of interpolation are listed in Figure 6 . Then this surface was cut in the strain rate direction and the stress-strain curves at constant strain rate were obtained for the modelling. The stress-strain curves are shown in Figure 7 . 
Numerical simulation
Uniform foam model
There are many studies in literature that present constitutive models and methods for calculating the foam behaviour [11, 12, 17] . EPS foam is a particle foam made by expanding polystyrene beads that contain a blowing agent -usually pentane. Steam heating causes the beads to expand, and the final shape is achieved by moulding the pre-expanded beads with steam and pressure [30] . In this experimental work, CT-scan images of all types of EPS foam were created and analysed before and after dynamic compression. When a foam is compressed, the beads walls start to bend and cause a linear elastic deformation. Beyond a critical strain, the beads collapse by elastic buckling. Whenever the opposing beads walls contact each other, beads collapse. As the beads close up, the structure densifies and its 
Dynamic compression test simulation
In this work was used commercial software to predict the experimental result. The simulation of the dynamic compression test was successfully performed using LS-Dyna. LS-Dyna provides many material models for different types of foam [31, 32] .
However, based on previous work by Shah and Topa [16] , the best candidate for modelling EPS foam is MAT_MODIFIED_CRUSHABLE_FOAM. This is a material model which is dedicated to modelling crushable foam with optional damping, tension cut-off, and strain rate effects.
Unloading is fully elastic. Tension is treated as elastic-perfectly-plastic at the tension cut-off value. The intent of this type of material model is to simulate crushable foams in side impact and other applications where cyclic behaviour is unimportant. In the implementation we assume that the Young's modulus is constant and update the stress, assuming elastic behaviour:
The magnitudes of the principal values, , = 1, 3 are then checked to see if the yield stress, , is exceeded and if so they are scaled back to the yield surface:
After the principal values are scaled, the stress tensor is transformed back into the global system. As seen in Figure 9 , the yield stress is a function of the natural logarithm of the relative volume, V , i.e., the volumetric strain. It allows the yield stress to be a function of both volumetric strain rate and volumetric strain. Rate effects are accounted for by defining a table of curves using *DEFINE_TABLE. Each curve defines the yield stress versus volumetric strain for a different strain rate. The yield stress is obtained by interpolating between the two curves that bound the strain rate [31] . This material model required the input of six parameters: density of material, modulus of elasticity, Poisson's ratio, stress strain curves, tensile stress cut-off and viscous damping coefficient. Most parameters were found experimentally. However, the tensile stress cut-off (TSC = 1• 10 -3 GPa) and viscous damping coefficient (DAMP = 0.1) were obtained from the literature [16] .
A mesh convergence study was done to investigate the effect of using different mesh refinements on the energy absorption and peak load result. From that, the converged mesh values were used in the model analysis with application of various parameters such as hourglass control and element formulation. At the end the model was finely meshed to obtain accurate results. The element side length should be 2.5 mm to ensure correct mesh deformation prediction during the simulation. A constant stress solid element was chosen with Flanagan-Belytschko stiffness form hourglass control [33] .
The lower nodes of the model made contact with the plate while the upper nodes made contact with the impactor. AUTOMATIC_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE contact was used in both contact areas. To avoid mesh collapsing in high compression areas, interior contact was utilized with an activation thickness factor of 0.1. Contact interior type 2 was activated to control a combined mode of compression and shear in LS-DYNA [34] . The impactor was given an initial velocity and gravity load. The impactor was modelled like a RIGID_BODY. Its mass and dimensions were according to the Drop Tower test machine. Numerical methods in engineering are used to solve coupled partial differential equations, which describe the key physics, using discretization of the time and space variables.
One of the popular Grid Convergence Index (GCI) [35] provides a discretization error estimate even when the successive mesh refinements are not integer multiples, i.e. doubling the mesh is not required. The GCI is stated as an error percentage and provides a confidence bound on the estimated error band within which the numerically converged solution will likely lie. The GCI was applied to get the correct discretization in this task. The results of the simulation for EPS foam with density 80 g/L at low temperature (≈ -20°C) are listed in Figure 11 . A comparison between the simulation and the experimental results shows very small differences and thus verifies the material model developed for dynamic compression. 
Validation of the model's parameters
Validation of the model's parameters is possibly the most important step in the model building sequence. Validation was done with tests using the "kerbstone" support ( Figure 12 ), because it can be applied to the foam material to estimate the impact of bicycle helmets.
Figure 12.
Test with "kerbstone" support.
The drop test of the bicycle helmet on a "kerbstone" is part of the European test standards EN1078 [5] . The deformation of EPS foam at room temperature (≈ 18°C), when the drop tower energy was 115.1 J, is shown in Figure 13 . The EPS foam density was 80 g/L. experimentally. The stress-strain curve was found to be dependent on the strain rate. As the strain rate increases, the stress-strain curve becomes stiffer.
Dynamic compression tests were also simulated in a commercial software to predict the experimental result. Results were validated with experimental data and show that the material parameters was capable to reproduce the stress-strain curve with very precise accuracy. Therefore, the material parameters are capable of accurately predicting the load and deformation of EPS foams. The results obtained from the validation of the model's parameters are in good agreement with the experimental ones.
